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UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

BEFORE THE ATOMIC SAFETY AND LICENSING BOARD.

In the Matter of )

CONSUMERS POWER COMPANY Docket Nos. 50-329 OM & OL

|
50-330 OM & OL

(Midland Plant, Units 1 and 2)

AFFIDAVIT OF JOSEPH KANE

I, Joseph Kane, being duly sworn, state as follows:

1. I am a Senior Geotechnical Engineer with the Structural and

Geotechnical Engineering Branch, Division of Engineering, Office of

Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission. My

professional qualifications and responsibilities with the Midland Project

have been provided to the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board in previously

submitted testimony.

2. I have read Barbara Stamiris's " Motion to Reopen OM Record on

Stamiris Contention 4" and I have prepared the attached response in reply

to the geotechnical engineering aspects of the Stamiris motion. To the

best of my knowledge and belief, the information contained in the

attached response is correct.
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Subscribed and swor to before
me this 2dnt/d 4 (, 1983
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Notary Public 3
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The geotechnical engineering issues that have been identified in the

Motion before the ASLB at the June 27, 1983 Midland hearing include:

(1) Are the natural soils (very stiff to hard lacustrine clays and
i

glacial till) a competent and sound foundation for the containment

structures and the proposed remedial underpinning measures, and do

the foundation properties of these natural soils meet NRC and

FSAR requirements?

(2) Are the cracks which were discovered in the Reactor containment

buildings in January 1983 at the Midland site related to either

foundation soils problems or soils remedial measures?

In Supplement No. 2 to the Safety Evaluation Report (SSER No. 2)

dated October 1982, the NRC Staff has presented its evaluation on the

competency of the natural very stiff to hard clay soil which supports the

Reactor containment structures. The Staff's evaluation as indicated in

SSER No. 2 is based on a study of geologic history, the results of

extensive subsurface investigations (borings, etc.) and laboratory

testing which have established the engineering properties of the natural

foundation soils. ($52.5.4.1-2.5.4.3) The competency of the foundation

clays and glacial till have been extensively discussed in the testimony

submitted by both the Applicant and the Staff in previous hearing

sessions. It is ray understanding that all engineers associated with the

Midland project are in agreement that the natural preconsolidated very

stiff to hard clay soils which support the Reactor containments, the main

portion of the auxiliary building, the southern portion of the service ,

water pump structure, and which will support the permanent underpinning

walls beneath the service water pump structure and the auxiliary
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building, are competent and an acceptable foundation layer. This

position on foundation adequacy has been strongly reinforced by actual

field observations of structural behavior which have served as an
i

indicator of foundation performance over a period in excess of five

years. To my knowledge no information has been established or identified

which would require the NRC Staff to reevaluate our conclusion given in

SSER No. 2 that natural soil foundations are acceptable and will be

adequate to safely support the Seismic Category I structures described

above. Neither the cracks in the containment building (documented in

Inspection Report 83-01) nor the January telephone calls discussed in

Sinclair Exhibit 5 alter that conclusion.

With respect to the January telephone calls, Ms. Stamiris also

refers to a January 19, 1983 document from Mr. Hood to Consumers Power

Company and quotes from a January 11, 1983 Telephone Record that had been

prepared by Joseph Kane. The identified quote refers to a possible

explanation offered by Consumer's consultants that attempts to understand

the initial background settlement readings which had been provided to the

Staff prior to the start of Auxiliary Building underpinning. As

documented in the telephone record, several possible explanations had

been discussed. All the various theories which were listed had been

considered credible but it was not intended that each theory be

evaluated, nor was it necessary that an agreement be reached as to the

most likely cause. Later in the same document referenced by

Ms. Stamiris, the Staff an'd its consultant expressed their view that the ,

relatively small settlement values and the trends of the data were a

result of temperature changes. This opinion was based on the available

i
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settlement data and past experiences with the effects of temperature

changes. No factual data had been presented or discussed in the

telephone conversations to suspect the effects of dewatering in causing
s

an uneven immediate settlement in the auxiliary building area.

Monitoring of settlement at the Reactor containment buildings has

been performed since 1977 beginning in the early stages of construction.

The largest total settlements recorded up to May 7,1983 are 1.32 inches

at Unit 1 and 0.92 inches at Unit 2 (FSAR Figure 2E.1-2). The maximum

differential settlement observed for the foundations of the Reactor

containments is approximately one-half inch at both Units 1 and 2. These

recorded settlement values reflect the effects of structural loadings as

well as the effects of temporary and permanent dewatering operations.

These settlement values are not considered excessive by the staff and are

below previous estimatas of possible settlements that were made using

conservative design engineering properties. In my opinion the total and

diff'rential settlements that have been recorded for the Reactor

containment buildings are not unusual and would reasonably be expected

for the hard natural clay soils upon which the containments are founded.

I do not believe that differential settlement has caused the observed

thin cracks in the containment. This opinion is based on knowledge of

the very rigid reinforced concrete containment structures and of the
! small differential settlements that have occurred.

An appreciation for the foundation competency of the natural clay
|

.

soils can be developed by recognizing that the maximum recorded total s
,
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settlement for the more heavily loaded Reactor containments (maximum

gross static bearing pressure of 10 KSF) is 1.32 inches in comparison to

the approximately 8 inches of maximum total settlement actually recorded
5

at the Diesel Generator Building which is founded on plant fill and

structurally loaded to a maximum gross static bearing pressure of 4.4

KSF.

In the June 27, 1983 Motion before the ASLB, Barbara Stamiris has

questioned whether the cause of the observed cracks in Unit I containment

could be attributed to the soils remedial measures that are being

completed at the Midland site. My understanding of this concern is

(1) whether the permanent dewatering remedial fix at the plant site is

producing conditions that have lead to the cracking and (2) whether the

cracks are an indication that the till is not competent to support the

underpinning.

In addressing this concern it would be helpful to recognize some of

the more important elevations which are considerations in discussing the

effects of dewatering. The Reactor buildings are founded on the very

stiff to hard natural clays at foundation elevations ranging from 572

feet to 582.5 feet (SSER No. 2, page 2-12). The upper groundwater table

which would be expected near the Reactor containments would be

approximately elevation 625 feet due to the influence of the cooling pond

reservoir, but the groundwater level has been lowered to approximately

elevation 590 feet by permanent dewatering operations. The initial

groundwater lowering to approximately elevation 590 feet in the Reactor j

building areas took place in the time frame from August 1980 to December'

1980. The groundwater elevation is currently near elevation 590 feet,
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except for localized areas, and has essentially been maintained at that

level except from February to May 1982 (during the full scale recharge

test). Two localized areas, one located just west of Unit 1 and the
s

other east cf Unit 2 currently have groundwater elevations that have been

drawn down in the range of 570 feet to 575 feet. This localized

temporary construction dewatering was initiated in late 1982 to

facilitate underpinning excavations at the Auxiliary Building.

An evaluation of the effects of dewatering on Reactor building

settlement has been made by the staff by examining graphical plots of

settlement versus time with groundwater elevations versus time. As

anticipated, the more significant dewatering events did cause

settlements. The measured total settlement due to lowering of the

groundwater to elevation 590 feet is approximately 0.4 inches. This

actually measured settlement is less than the predicted 0.6 inch (SSER

No.2,page2-41). Based on the Staff's evaluation, we conclude that the

settlements which have resulted from dewatering have been small and less

than predicted values, and in our opinion would not have caused the

cracks which are described in the March 1983 report by Construction

Technology Laboratories.

In summary, it is the Staff's conclusion that the natural clay and

glacial till are acceptable for safely suporting the Reactor containment

buildings and the new permanent underpinning wall at the Auxiliary

Building. The demonstrated foundation performance, over a period in

excess of five years, of structures placed on the natural clay and ,

glacial till soils clearly shows that anticipated foundation properties '

of these natural soils have met NRC and FSAR requirements. Our
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evaluation of building settlements and dewatering effects permits us to

conclude that the thin cracks now identified in the Reactor containments

are not related to the Midland settlement problem nor have these cracks
i

been caused by soil remedial measures.
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